
 

Brewing it Better with  
Artificial Intelligence 
 

There are tons of ways by which AI and machine learning continue to change our lives on the 
go. From factories to hospitals and from warehouses to airports – AI is making waves 
everywhere. Nowadays there are even first-class breweries and distilleries that employ the 
usage of artificial intelligence to create the ‘perfect’ beer. AI is being used to enhance and 
fortify beer production on a niche scale. Various brew masters use data from customers and 
beer consumers to craft better tasting beers and produce personalized beers. This is certainly a 
fascinating usage of AI in production as people usually take AI in terms of robotics and 
complex data algorithms, but in reality, AI is far more complex.  
 

IntelligentX  
Brewing beer is the infusion of art and science. AI offers an exceptional advantage in the 
production and development of commodities when it comes to science. Large multi-national 
breweries and crafted beer distilleries are infusing AI in their overall beer production process. 
In a recent example, Leith and Rob McInerney, the founders and creators of  IntelligentX, found 
that the better way to use data from consumers was to improve the beer itself. IntelligentX has 
the distinction of creating the world’s first beer that used AI algorithms and machine learning 
to help adjust its recipe. IntelligentX can craft four distinct and tasteful varieties of beer 
inclusive of Golden AI, Black AI, Pale AI, and Amber AI; all being crafted through precise 
inclusion of data and feedback from the consumers to deliver the most distinctive and 
personalized brand of beer. The AI platform asks the customers or the beer fanatics to follow 
the URL link that is present on the bottles or the cans to give their feedback on the Facebook 
Messenger application. By answering a series of questions, the platform has gathered more than 
100000 data points. The data from the consumers is processed via the AI algorithm, and then 
the brewer has the decision to take that whether to heed or not to heed with the algorithm’s 

https://get.intelligentx.ai/


 

advisory contingencies. This enables the brewmaster to craft personalized beers for the 
consumers.  
 

Carlsberg – A Beer Giant  
Carlsberg a Dutch brewery developed a multi-million dollar three years Beer Fingerprinting 
Project in partnership with Microsoft, Aarhus University and the Technical University of 
Denmark. Every day the platform generates more than 1000 different beer samples to change 
the dynamics of large-scale beer production globally. The project from Copenhagen based beer 
giant Carlsberg uses multiple sensors that can determine the flavor of each beer sample and 
analyze different yeasts. The overall complex data is handled and collected by an AI system 
that manages it in real-time. The AI system ensures the best quality as well as the best taste 
when it comes to beers. 
 

Champion Brewing 
Another classic brewer from Virginia, USA, also employs the usage of machine learning to 
develop the perfect IPA. The Champion Brewing company teamed up with machine learning 
company Metis Machine to brew their new ML IPA; ML here stands for machine learning. The AI-
powered platform combines the data of the best ten platforms vs. the ten worst platforms 
concerned with IPA. Through precise analysis and contingent approach, the system based on 
algorithm comes up with the best recipe for beer to become the nation’s best overall IPA. The 
bottom line is that there are now many breweries that are using AI and ML to enhance their 
total beer production and using data to come up with the most personalized and better-tasting 
beers.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

https://news.microsoft.com/europe/2017/12/05/beer-fingerprinting-project-artificial-intelligence-create-next-pint/
https://news.microsoft.com/europe/2017/12/05/beer-fingerprinting-project-artificial-intelligence-create-next-pint/
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